BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

*The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services*
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter: @bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
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The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
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The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
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- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members.

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
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Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.
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Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)  
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)  
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)  
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)  
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)  

*The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services*
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members.

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th, BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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- Cincinnati Bell
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We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment:** Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention:** Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach:** We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity** We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members
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BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register/

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members.

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati

Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our [10th Annual Awards Luncheon](#) was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

*The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services*
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.

For 40 years, BDPA has enabled the upward mobility of African Americans and other minorities in the Information Technology (IT) and STEM fields. Through its 46 local community chapters in major cities across the United States, BDPA has been at the forefront of promoting the minority agenda with the IT profession since 1975.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and STEM training for IT Professionals and High School students since 1986. Our National High School program which is a hands-on training program has introduced tens of thousands of high school students to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of our sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom.”
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
**BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership**

**Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative**

**Cincinnati, July 2015:** The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
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- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
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- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) [The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)]
2) [The National IT Showcase]
3) [The Native Mobile Apps Competition]

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the Year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register/

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter: @bdpacincinnati
Groups: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the Year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the "Register" button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:
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- GE Volunteers Foundation
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- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th, BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

*The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services*
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members.

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991

Twitter:@bdpacincinnati

Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)

Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

**BDPA Community Service Award** – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
**BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award** – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
**BDPA Director of the Year Award** – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
**BDPA Spirit Award** – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
**BDPA Member of the year** – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

*The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services*
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity** We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com
Web: www.bdpa.org/group/CI
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register/

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our [10th Annual Awards Luncheon](#) was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The [State of Ohio Governor’s](#) office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the Year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’s programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register/

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

*The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services*
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter: @bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!  
http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter  
PO Box 429215  
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242  
513.549-6991  
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati  
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)  
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity** We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
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513.549-6991
Twitter:bdpacincinnati

Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)

Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
BDA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership  
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members.

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati

Groupsites: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)  
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)  
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)  
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)  
BDPA Member of the Year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

*The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services*
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com
Web: www.bdpa.org/group/CI
BDPA Information
Technology Thought
Leaders
Founded: May 1976
www.bdpa.org

For 40 years, BDPA has enabled the upward mobility of African Americans and other minorities in the Information Technology (IT) and STEM fields. Through its 46 local community chapters in major cities across the United States, BDPA has been at the forefront of promoting the minority agenda with the IT profession since 1975. BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and STEM training for IT Professionals and High School students since 1986. Our National High School program which is a hands-on training program has introduced tens of thousands of high school students to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of our sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom.”

BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment:** Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention:** Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach:** We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity** We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter: @bdpacincinnati
Groupsit: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment:** Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention:** Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach:** We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity** We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter  
PO Box 429215  
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242  
513.549-6991  
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati  
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)  
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our **10th Annual Awards Luncheon** was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register/

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter: @bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com
Web: www.bdpa.org/group/CI
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.

For 40 years, BDPA has enabled the upward mobility of African Americans and other minorities in the Information Technology (IT) and STEM fields. Through its 46 local community chapters in major cities across the United States, BDPA has been at the forefront of promoting the minority agenda with the IT profession since 1975.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and STEM training for IT Professionals and High School students since 1986. Our National High School program which is a hands-on training program has introduced tens of thousands of high school students to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of our sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom.”
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hics (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment:** Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention:** Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach:** We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity** We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: www.bdpa.org/group/CI
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’s programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati

Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members.

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

 BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter: @bdpacincinnati
Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services.
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:

BDPA (www.bdpa.org/group/CI) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati

Groupsite: http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com
Web: www.bdpa.org/group/CI
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register!

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.
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Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
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BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on www.itdiversitycareers.com & upload your resume by clicking on the Register button.

Employers can post their openings!

http://www.itdiversitycareers.com/cm/client/register

ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members

About BDPA Cincinnati:
BDPA ([www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)) is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 BDPA chapters nationwide.

BDPA Cincinnati Chapter
PO Box 429215
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513.549-6991
Twitter:@bdpacincinnati

Groupsite: [http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com](http://bdpa-cincinnati.groupsite.com)
Web: [www.bdpa.org/group/CI](http://www.bdpa.org/group/CI)
BDPA Holds Midwest Regional Computer Competition

On Saturday June 20th BDPA conducted its annual Midwest Regional Computer Competition with participants from Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

The event is held in preparation for the National BDPA High School Computer Competition (HSCC) in Washington DC on August 18-22nd. Regional competitions have been extremely effective in preparing chapter teams for the challenging National event.

The specific goal of the onsite version of the Regional was to leverage the collective experience of the Cincinnati and Indianapolis coaches and coordinators to prepare students for:

1) The National High School Computer Competition (HSCC)
2) The National IT Showcase
3) The Native Mobile Apps Competition

Participants included 9 HSCC students (2 teams); 5 IT Showcase students and 1 Native Mobile Apps student. 18 Adult coaches and helpers also attended the session.

Collectively trainers and coordinators lead student through simulated exercises in all areas of the National Competitions to prepare for high performance at the national event.
BDPA Cincinnati Chapter Hosts its 10th Annual Corporate Sponsor Awards Luncheon at the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber

Our 10th Annual Awards Luncheon was held at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The attendees were from the Circuit, SmartIT, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Bell, Delta Gateway Foundation, Centrifuse, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Brown Mackie College, Procter and Gamble, GE Aviation, L-3 Communications, PerScholas, Assurex and Northern Kentucky University.

BDPA Community Service Award – Frank Hill (Cincinnati State)  
BDPA Executive Officer of the Year Award – Wayne Hicks (Hicks Enterprises)  
BDPA Director of the Year Award – Michael Pulliam (Great American Insurance Group)  
BDPA Spirit Award – Deborah Prince (XpedX)  
BDPA Member of the year – Babacar Guisse (Procter and Gamble)

The State of Ohio Governor’s office gave special recognition to Cincinnati State & Technical College in contribution to their efforts in providing outstanding support to BDPA’S programs and services
BDPA and Cincinnati State Announce Corporate Partnership
Joint Efforts Reflect Support of Local Workforce Development Initiative

Cincinnati, July 2015: The opportunities for success with the underserved minority community in Cincinnati just received a boost as the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College and BDPA Cincinnati joined forces to help train the next generation of IT professionals. Cincinnati State provides volunteer instructors and access to a fully-functional computer lab to train 24 local high school students in BDPA’s Student Information Technology Education & Scholarship (SITES) program. This is the fifth year in a row of in-kind commitment by the local community college.

Cincinnati State adjunct professor Frank Hill said, “Cincinnati State has demonstrated outstanding support of the BDPA SITES programs for a number of years. The college has excellent technology and facilities and those assets have been made available to train the next generation of Tech Superstars. Both leadership and staff has exceeded expectations in support of the BDPA SITES programs.”

Cincinnati State is the region’s best higher education value, offering associate degrees in business, health and public safety, engineering technologies, information technologies, humanities, sciences and university transfer programs. The College helps students establish lifelong career advantages through relevant learning in small classes and real-world, cooperative education experiences.

BDPA has been a leader and pioneer in technology and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) training for IT professionals and high school students. The SITES program is a hands-on training program introduced to coding and application development while also presenting opportunities for students to obtain college scholarships due to the generosity of sponsors and partners. Because of BDPA’s focus on students and professional members alike, we continue to support and lead the upward success of our members “from the classroom to the boardroom”.

“We are very humbled and gracious for the long-term support provided by the Cincinnati State Technical and Community College leadership team to the BDPA Cincinnati Chapter and to the local community,” said BDPA Cincinnati chapter president Dalric Webb. “Through the direct efforts of Cincinnati State, BDPA team has mentored hundreds of students while having a positive influence on their educational pursuits in the STEM fields. The volunteer leaders of BDPA are extremely grateful for this support which enables us to be living examples for the future technology leaders of our great nation. Years from now, many of these future leaders will fondly reflect on their humble beginnings at Cincinnati State with BDPA programs.”

BDPA is the premier organization for African American professionals in the information technology industry. For more than 25 years, BDPA Cincinnati has fulfilled its mission and worked to bridge the digital divide by providing career growth opportunities for its members. BDPA Cincinnati is the largest of the 46 chapters that exist around the nation.
Welcome IT Professionals!

Over the past few years, we’ve heard from a lot of business and hiring managers that they find it hard to find qualified IT professionals and IT-minded businesspeople to fill vacant jobs in their organizations. We’ve also heard from IT pros who say that, in a world where anyone can claim to be able to “do IT,” it’s hard to stand out from throngs of job seekers on high-volume sites such as Monster.com and Indeed.com.

BDPA is pleased to announce that we’ve launched our BDPA Job Board (www.ITDiversityCareers.com) to connect diverse IT talent with progressive employers in Corporate America. We believe that BDPA’s strong reputation in and focus on the IT community, coupled with the very high traffic volume our site receives, will mean our jobs board will be valuable to job seekers and employers alike.

There are over 31,700 current job postings on the BDPA Job Board. These jobs are located all over the nation, including over 180 jobs from the greater Cincinnati area.

Employers

Are you searching for diverse IT Talent?

Set-up your free account now on [www.itdiversitycareers.com](http://www.itdiversitycareers.com) & upload your resume by clicking on the button.

**Employers can post their openings!**


ITDiversityCareers.com is the career site for ALL IT & computer science professionals, not just members of the BDPA. This is not only a great resource for job seekers, but for employers to find the talent that they are looking for.
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OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

The BDPA Cincinnati Chapter is supported through the corporate sponsorship of several organizations including:

- GE
- GE Volunteers Foundation
- Procter and Gamble
- Cincinnati Bell
- Delta Gateway Foundation
- SmartIT
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Foundation

We collaborate with our corporate partners in four key areas:

- **Recruitment**: Our recruiting resources reach all levels of a national pool of qualified information technology professionals to support your efforts to maintain a diverse workforce.
- **Retention**: Our career development services enhance the technical and professional skills of your current and future minority IT professionals to accelerate their value to your company.
- **Community Outreach**: We foster partnerships with our sponsors to build their recognition within the community through activities that help close the digital divide, and increase community proficiency using technology.
- **Supplier Diversity**: We provide networking opportunities to share expertise and creating business opportunities between our sponsors and BDPA’s entrepreneur members
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